
Ed McCormick at the microphone answering 
happiness questions from listeners.

Edmund McCormick 
– Happiness and Lifestyle Expert

“Americans are unhappier than they have been in years”
2021 World Happiness Survey

Best-selling author, researcher, real estate investor, and 
e-commerce CEO Robert Gill, Jr., can help your listeners 
improve their level of happiness.

His latest book, HAPPINESS POWER: How to Unleash Your Power and Live  
a More Joyful Life provides insight as to the benefits of happiness and how to 

improve one’s own happiness using the most recent academic revelations. A frequent 
radio talk show guest and commentator, he specializes in explaining in “Plain 
English” how your listeners can improve their level of happiness during a time 
when happiness in the USA is at an all-time low.

Don’t expect to hear “new age” hype! 
Robert’s “Common Sense” approach is based on the results of the most recent 
academic studies translated into practical, realistic steps that even non-technical 
listeners can take to begin improving their outlook and and building a happier, 
successful life.

Book Robert Gill, Jr., Happiness and Lifestyle  
Expert, to discuss:
• What is happiness?
• The latest academic finding in happiness studies.
• The amazing powers that happiness provides.
• The current state of happiness in the USA.
• What group of people are the most unhappy.
• Why is happiness vital to our well being?
• The important health benefits of happiness.
• What science says makes us happy.
• How to improve your happiness.
• Lifestyle design and work/life balance.

Credentials
Author of  books published by Teaching 
Press: 90 Days to Your First Real Estate 
Investment Purchase (2020),  Happiness 
Power  (2021).

Graduate of the University of Long Island 
and American Academy of Dramatic Arts 

Interview availability
By phone from New Jersey in the Eastern 
Time zone.

Website
http://www.robertgilljr.com

Interview booking contact
Robert Gill, Jr.
robert@robertgilljr.com
(908) 273-5600



 HAPPINESS
POWER

How to unleash your power  
and live a more joyful life

Despite having one of the highest standards of living in the world, the level of 
happiness among Americans is at its lowest. In fact, it has been declining 

for the past 20 years. Author Robert Gill, Jr. deftly reveals the secrets to finding 
happiness based on the most recent scientific studies. In doing so he discloses his 
findings of the over fifty powers that happiness rewards us with. A vast amount  
of scientific research has been done to find the answers. Gill puts it all together. 
There is a lot of advice from self-help books and motivational speakers on 
obtaining happiness. Thankfully, you do not have to go through all the studies 
and TED talks online to find the key to happiness. HAPPINESS POWER is all  
the prescription needed to turn those frowns into smiles!

Author biography
Robert Gill, Jr., author, publisher, and business person is best 
known for the ArtMolds Journal, a monthly glossy magazine 
on art and sculpture that he published for four years. His most 
recent book, 90 Days to Your First Real Estate Investment 
Purchase, is a guide assisting beginners with little money to 
invest in rental properties. He has written non-fiction books 

and articles on subjects ranging from teaching, crafts, and hobbies, and self-help 
and cooking to personal finance. He lives in Far Hills, New Jersey, with his wife 
and Lab, Ginger.

Main edition
Paperback (e-book and audiobook  
also available)
ISBN 9780578718279
BISAC categories:
SEL016000 SELF-HELP /  
   Personal Growth / Happiness
SEL042000 SELF-HELP / Emotions
Format: 6 x 9 B&W
Pages: 220
Available as an audiobook and in
Spanish language edition from 
Amazon and Barnes & Noble.

Recent appearances
The Good Life radio program
KNSS 1330/98.7, Wichita Kansas

Happiness Club with Lionel Ketchian
Woodbridge, Connecticut

Reviews
“The author’s irresistibly joyous manner 
of writing makes this book addictive”. 
Grady Harp, GoodReads.com

“. . . an essential recommendation for  
all ages and all kinds of self-help and 
sociology collections”. 
Diane Donovan, California Bookwatch

“5 out of 5 stars. This is possibly the 
most conducive compilation of the best 
book excerpts, scientific studies, quotes, 
philosophies, and guides”. 
Shey Saints, GoodReads.com

LEARN MORE at: www.robertgilljr.com CONTACT: Telephone: (908) 273‐5600 Email robert@robertgilljr.com



Key ideas to explore in

“Americans are as unhappy as they’ve been  
in years — and it seems to be a trend”.

2021 World Happiness Survey

– A significant symptom of unhappiness in America is the opioid epidemic
❋

– Is the epidemic causing unhappiness, or are opioids  
the root cause of our unhappiness?

❋

– In 2016 alone, drug overdoses killed more Americans than the entire Vietnam  
War, and car crashes, gun violence, and HIV/AIDS ever did in a single year.

❋

– Happiness can be learned
❋

– The most significant factors in both a happy life and long life  
were having strong and healthy social connections.

❋

– Those that experience happiness demonstrate extraordinary  
powers over those that are less happy.

❋

– Happiness reinforces physical powers, health powers, workplace  
powers, social powers, and mental powers.

❋

– The latest academic studies indicate optimism leads to happiness,  
and optimism is can be learned over time.

❋

– Unhappiness can be toxic for people who have to live with an unhappy person.
❋

– Study results confirmed that social media envy is a potential causal factor  
of unhappiness in those 18-34-year-olds residing in the United States

Being happy is the most powerful skill you can learn

 HAPPINESS POWER



Organizing contests and giveaways  
on your radio station is a proven way to gain more 

listeners and reward them for their loyalty. 

We provide the Great Listener Give-a-Way!

+

In addition to an entertaining interview on Happiness, Robert Gill, Jr. 
provides three lucky listeners, FREE personally autographed copies of 

HAPPINESS POWER plus a HAPPINESS POWER coffee mug for readers 
to sip their coffee while reading how to improve their happiness. It doesn’t 
get any better than that.

Offer a “First 3 Listeners to Call in or a certain number sequence” 
give-a-way and watch your phone lines light up. It is guaranteed to make 
your listeners HAPPIER, too!

AND we do all the work for you. Just provide us with the winner’s mailing 
addresses. We will create a congratulatory cover letter giving credit to the 
program host by name and mail the autographed book and the coffee mug 
to all your contest winners.

How to Set It Up
One week before your contest, announce the give-a-way you are going to 
broadcast as well as the date of the give-a-way program. Don’t forget to 
make sure that your listeners can call you on that day! Then email us the 
name and address of your winners to robert@robertgilljr.com. We will 
create a cover letter, personally autograph a copy of HAPPINESS POWER, 
and mail them along with the HAPPINESS POWER coffee mug. We will 
email you the tracking numbers.

It’s Crazy Out There!
“So things are kind of crazy, right?  
But I am so inspired by this new book, 
Happiness Power, by Robert Gill Jr.  
It could not have arrived at a better time! 
This book is encouraging, meaningful, 
powerful, and it made me happy to learn 
that my happiness has power! Backed by 
extensive studies, insights, and research, 
Gill shares tips and tools to unlock that 
power that can work for all ages! I am 
going to read it to my 11-year old who  
can be a bit of a pessimist. I found it  
so encouraging to learn that it is never  
too late to find your happiness power. 
Please check this book out!” 
Adrienne Sparks, reachforabookwithadrienne

Interview booking contact
Robert Gill, Jr.
robert@robertgilljr.com
(908) 273-5600


